
New data 
methods 
to improve 
collection 
decisions

Now is the time Now is the time 
to move beyond to move beyond 
cost-per analysescost-per analyses



Librarians have traditionally used cost-per-title and cost-per-use data to:

    Trim print collections            Make collection decisions

Librarians can no longer afford to 
rely on cost-per data alone. 

New types of quantitative and 
qualitative data are available to help 
make more informed decisions.

Sophisticated new content platforms 
have increased the volume and 
complexity of data points available 
for decision-making.

Evolving uses of data to  
make acquisition decisions



 ARTICLE  
GROWTH

measured by  
subject or 
geography

USAGE
the measure 
of downloads 
of literature 

published in a 
given field

 FUNDING
measured by  

subject or 
geography

USE CASE AND 
INTENDED LEVEL

research or education; 
lower or upper 
undergraduate, 
graduate and 
professional

 NON-
TRADITIONAL 
(ALTMETRICS)

social media views, 
discussions or 

recommendations

The transition to digital publishing has provided publishers and librarians deep, rich data and 
insights about content consumption.

Librarians can use these same metrics to identify titles and subjects worth adding to their 
collections.

Publishers gather data 
to drive insights  



New data methods will help you 
make more effective decisions
New types of data available from publishers make new evaluation methods possible.  
New quantitative factors include:

    usage                  turnaways                    citations                   demand patterns



Example: 
ScienceDirect

ScienceDirect is a full-text platform that hosts both journals and books. 

Users often switch between books and journals in the same session. This co-usage helps users 
find the right content to build their knowledge base.

Elsevier has developed many tools that help institutions understand full-text usage of library 
holdings.
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For example, co-usage helps librarians better understand how well their holdings align with 
the education or research goals of the institution.



The library’s mission The library’s mission 
and how it impacts and how it impacts 

collection choicescollection choices

The educational The educational 
mandate, mandate, 

particularly particularly 
addressing addressing 

remote accessremote access

The research goals The research goals 
of the institutionof the institution

Whether acquiring textbooks  Whether acquiring textbooks  
for classroom use is critical  for classroom use is critical  
to student supportto student support

Whether volume will help achieve the Whether volume will help achieve the 
mission or other factors to consider to mission or other factors to consider to 
determine the value of one subject or determine the value of one subject or 
portfolio when compared with anotherportfolio when compared with another

The above factors may help clarify your library’s values 
and the role it plays in serving your community.

Key qualitative factors
These elements should not be overlooked in collection decisions: 



> 60% 
electronic
collections

A 2020 informal poll showed that for 46% of 
librarians, greater than 60% of their collections 
are available electronically.* 

The changing calculus of 
print vs. electronic
The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has led many academic libraries 
to acquire more e-resources to support remote course 
instruction.

Moving further away from Moving further away from 
print to digital collectionsprint to digital collections

Digital collections will Digital collections will 
generate more granular generate more granular 
data and improve data and improve 
analysis capabilities analysis capabilities 

* Source: Elsevier eBook Webinar, Singapore,     
  October 27, 2020.

Post-COVID academic libraries are 
looking very different:

Librarians will use new forms of 
data to ensure budgets are used 
in the best way possible.



Looking beyond cost-per metrics will help academic libraries make better- 
informed acquisition decisions to use their budgets effectively.

A trusted partner like Elsevier can help you use additional data and metrics to better understand 
how your holdings align with your institutional goals and to guide your collection decisions.

Learn more

For more information on the types of data available and how to incorporate them into your 
decision-making, contact our sales team for a consultation at

elsevier.com/sciencedirect/collection-data-for-libraries

This ebook was adapted from:

“The use of data in publishing and library acquisition strategies.” 
Libraries, Digital Information, and COVID: Practical Applications and 

Approaches to Challenge and Change, edited by David Baker and 
Lucy Ellis, Chandos Publishing, 2021, pp. 161–68.

http://elsevier.com/sciencedirect/collection-data-for-libraries

